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About This Game

Floor Kids is a one-of-a-kind breakdancing game featuring a unique trick-style rhythm gameplay. Innovative controls allow you
the freedom to play the way you like with a dynamic scoring system that rewards your moves based on musicality, originality,
and style. Build up your crew of bboys and bgirls, unlock new venues as you traverse the city, busting hundreds of different

moves and countless combinations on your journey from the corner to the club.

Featuring:

8 unique characters each with 16 moves and over 100 transitions between them
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8 different locations and over 40 different tracks

Stylized hand-drawn animations by award-winning animator JonJon

Original music and sound design by world-renowned scratch DJ/producer Kid Koala

A single-player story mode as well as two-player breakdance battles

Innovative freestyle controls that allows for improvisation and creativity

A scoring system that rewards musicality, originality, feel, and style
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Title: Floor Kids
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
MERJ Media
Publisher:
MERJ Media
Release Date: 16 May, 2018
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Do you like cricket? No? Then this game is definitely not for you, get out of this review section.

. Anime girls: Check!
Big guns: Check!
MLG airhorns: Check!
This game is amazing, but unfortunately, there are no big ♥♥♥♥♥ models to play. Only improvement I could recommend.
Well worth the buck.. As long as you know what you are buying when you purchase, you will not have any regrets with this title.
It's not a new $60 AAA game, it's not a mobile game, and it's not a single player campaign story mode with a multiplayer mode.
This game came out before the current crowd funding alpha-release indie scene blew up. You might want some more features
after awhile, or expect a larger community, but what this game offers is polish. It's not a broken release with a promose of "Bugs
will be fixed later," it's polished and *released* as a full game title.

Some people will not enjoy this game, it doesn't appeal to all audiences and isn't trying to. However, the people who don't enjoy
the game generally don't enjoy the gameplay - the game itself runs and handles fine. If this game looks like the type of thing you
might find fun to try, don't think the negative reviews are due to this being a broken mess with wonky physics and terrible
graphics - this isn't Fireworks Simulator or something. If the idea of getting in some tanks and shooting friends in a soccer
match sounds fun then this is a great way to do it. People who complain about the weapon unlocking don't realize that the first
weapon and upgrade are some of the best in the game.

Metal Drift is what you make it, and I can tell you personally that it has a ton of potential for people who give it a shot.

Oh and if you're on the fence about it, there's a free demo.. Amazing game really like it,keep on the good work!. 30 minutes in,
im enjoying it. definitly worth the money and the humor is on point. love the color pencil look. this game was my childhood,
this was my first lego game and steam ruind it for me. the game is full of bugs and I dont know why, I cant jump at some places
and sometimes my game bugs out completly and I cant open up my menu. maby this is just for me but steam just destroyed my
childhood. (dont mind the spelling). This one is way less known than it deserves.

It's not perfect - those random battles get boring after a while, especially given how long the later dungeons are, and the plot is
suspiciously similar to Echoes of Aetheria - but well worth playing.. this game very fun like diner dash,
in fact cool and good game :)
i like it really ,,. Always enjoy playing your little games, thanks yow.!. Nice hacking game.
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Gave me resources, performs exactly as advertised. Not often a game does this. 11\/10. Nice, simple, and fun!

The artwork is great, and made this something both me and my son could take turns playing. The little balloon they give you
both makes it forgiving when you miss an easy jump and lets you try crazy and complex tricks.

Lots of different things in levels keep it interesting. Difficulty varies a lot; the beginning is easy to just pick up and play, but
some of the levels are super-hard.. Perhaps I should preface this by saying I pride myself on a lack of fear -- something that
more often than not gets me in trouble, rather than acts as a character asset...

That being said, I was only able to get about a half hour into this [at midnight in a hailstorm] before I decided I'd rather play
something less PTSD-inducing. The voice acting could be better, and makes me wish there was a Workshop where I might be
able to make my own mods, but this game does the "terror" trick well.

TL;DR - If you want something cheaper than a street burrito, that'll make you sh*t yourself twice as much; pick this game up
and play it in a thunderstorm.. Bowling with zombies instead of pins. You pick up power-ups that you can use when you
(offensive) or your opponent (defensive) are about to bowl. That's all I can really say about it. Yes, yes, there's fun to be had
with this one. Don't discard it just yet. If you're having a (short) boring moment, this game might cheer you up.

[Rating: 75\/100]. Evolution Planet: Gold Edition - Win 10 64bit - no problems

Another "pocket picker" - like Fallout Shelter, it's designed to drive you to purchase something to complete levels.

It's a little clumsier than Fallout Shelter in it's approach. But both use "pusher" tactics whereby the player is given aids, at first.
[gems in the case of Evolution Planet; Nuka Cola in Fallout Shelter] They learn to play the game, depending on aids to
complete. Suddenly, the difficulty spikes and one cannot continue without additional aid.

The first few levels play like a tutorial written for 3rd graders. It continues to hold the player's hand through the intermediate
levels, as if written for a child player. Wham! Level 15. You must complete this level or you cannot continue.

The game claims 2 styles of play; Campaign and Survival, but Survival is locked away behind level 15. Where the difficulty to
this point has been at a child's level, level 15 requires the strategies of a chess champion. Even then, the random placement of
enemies will destroy any strategy.
Everything about this level is intended to thwart you so you'll be forced to buy gems to complete it and have access to the other
half of the game.

If you can get it in a bundle or pay .49 cents, it's good for about 4 hours entertainment for an adult and a child together.

Edit: I had to add this analogy. Evolution Planet is like driving onto a toll road. The road is smooth and wide; not much traffic.
You're going along pretty good and suddenly have to choose between a toll booth or an exit. Either you pay the toll to continue
or your trip is finished.
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